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Abstract: Telecom industry faces crucial competition as new deals are introduced in market daily. Many operators are finding difficult to identify the potential customers with the drastic variations in offers of their competitors. Hence reducing the customer churn is the biggest challenge for telecom operators since the reason for churn is unknown. Due to volume of data, they are not able to predict the cause of customer churn. Appropriate machine learning algorithms help to understand why subscribers leave by finding the relationships between data. This paper applies classification algorithms to predict the behavior of customer retention on a telecom dataset extracted from Kaggle. The performance of the dataset after dimensionality reduction using PCA is also assessed. A comparative analysis on different classification algorithms are made based on the performance metric such as accuracy, precision, recall, log loss and f-score. The developed model performance is shown using ROC and AUC curves. Experimental results shows that after applying PCA, the kernel SVM is found to be effective with the accuracy of 95.5% compared to other classifiers.

Index Terms: Machine Learning, Churn, Classification, accuracy, precision, recall, log loss and f-score.

I. INTRODUCTION

Customer churn creates direct impact on revenues of the companies and hence it is considered as major challenge in service based companies. Finding suitable process to reduce the churn rate becomes essential and most companies have more concern towards the customer retention. They are ready to spend and reduce their profits to block their customers. Retaining old customers is more focused in any service firms as acquisition of new customers is expensive. Also reduction in churn rate contributes to sustainable growth of business. The reason for churn should be analysed well in advance to control churns.

The probable metrics for churning could be number of issues reported, number of issues solved, time taken to solve the issue and feedback rating of customer. A churn model is built from past customer’s churn data and analysing the behaviour (predictor) of customers who churned. A statistical model is built relating the predictors and response (churn) and used for predicting new customers.

The paper is organized in such a way that Section 2 deals with the related works. Section 3 discuss about dimensionality Reduction. Proposed work is discussed in Section 4 followed by the implementation and Performance Analysis in Section 5. The paper is concluded with Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Literature Review

Identification of factors that cause customer churn is very important to implement actions towards reduction of churn. A churn prediction model was developed using machine learning techniques to predict customers who are likely to churn. The model was experimented on attributes of engineering and selection. AUC curve was used to prove the performance of the model. Also a customer social network prediction model was built by extracting Social Network Analysis (SNA) features [1]. A new hybrid model was developed by using logistic regression and Naïve Bayes method to predict customer churn and it was proved that hybrid method gives better performance than success rates on individual application of classification algorithms [2].

Nowadays, many service firms are conducting retention campaign which encourages customers and suggest cost-minimizing plans. These campaigns lowered the churn rate by increasing the potential customers resulting in recommendations to service firms [3]. A churn prediction technique has been proposed for mobile telecommunication provider to predict the churning from call pattern changes. Data for one-month interval was taken for assessment and proposed technique used multi classifier to build a model for churn prediction. Results demonstrated good predictive power of the model [4].

It is found that most of the churn prediction models suggest the retention behavior of the customers but does not explain why churn happened. A new model has been proposed by considering organizational competitiveness strategy. Factor analysis was carried out to model the churn predictor [5]. Customer churn has greater value in service industries. A unified framework to handle the imbalance in churn prediction has been addressed by using gradient boosting and weighted random forest techniques and the performance was appreciable [6].
A survey on six sampling techniques and four rules-generation algorithms were evaluated on publicly available data sets. Results proved that mega-trend diffusion function on genetic algorithm performed well compared to other sampling techniques and rule-generation algorithms [7]. A Rough Set Theory based classification model was proposed to assess the churn rate of Telecom customers. Results show the significant improvement in accuracy compared to existing models [8].

Deep learning techniques are capable of handling large data sizes, discover hidden patterns, detects pattern related to underlying risks of telecom sector. Convolutional Neural Network was used for churn prediction and the model performed well in terms of accuracy [9]. A data mining model was built to predict customer churn using key performance indicators based on call details information. Social behaviour patterns of subscribers were also considered for analysis. Results showed that a strong socially influenced postpaid subscribers churn compared to prepaid customers [10].

III. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION

Dimensionality reduction performs the transformation of high dimensional data to lower dimensional data without any loss of information. There are two grouping in dimensionality reduction: Feature selection and Feature Extraction. Feature selection seek at maintenance of only appropriate attributes in the given data set whereas feature extraction focus on finding an optimal set of attributes usually a combination of input attribute without loss of information.

IV. PROPOSED WORK

In our proposed work, machine learning algorithms are used to predict the Customer churn of the telecom data set. Our contribution in this paper is folded in two ways.

(i) Firstly, the raw dataset is applied to various classifiers like Logistic, KNN, SVM, Kernel SVM, Naive Bayes, Random Forest and Decision and the accuracy is compared for predicting the dependent variable customer churn.

(ii) Secondly, the dimensionality reduction is done using PCA with 10 components PCA that results in the existence of sensible components to predict the dependent customer churn. The reduced data set is applied to various classifiers like Logistic, KNN, SVM, Kernel SVM, Naive Bayes, Random Forest and Decision and the accuracy is compared for predicting the dependent variable customer churn.

A. Principal Component Analysis

It is the feature extraction method which extracts the new set of variables from the large set of variables in the dataset through linear transformation. The selected variables are the principal components and the steps of PCA are given below.

Step 1: Construct the Covariance matrix of the data set
Step 2: Calculate the Eigen vectors of that matrix
Step 3: The Eigen vectors with high Eigen values are used to reconstruct the original data set.
Step 4: The attributes with high variance are selected as principal components.

B. System Architecture

The system architecture of our proposed work is shown in Fig. 1
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- Telecom Data Set
- Partition of dependent and independent attribute
- Feature Scaling of the data set
- Forming Training and Test data set
- Applying Feature Extraction
- Analysis of Precision, Recall, FScore, LogLoss and Accuracy

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Churn Prediction for Feature Extraction

The Telecom Churn dataset from UCL ML Repository is used for implementation with 20 independent attribute and 1 churn dependent attribute. The attribute are shown below.

1. customerID
2. gender
3. SeniorCitizen
4. Partner
5. Dependents
6. tenure
7. PhoneService
8. MultipleLines
9. InternetService
10. OnlineSecurity
11. OnlineBackup
12. DeviceProtection
13. TechSupport
14. StreamingTV
15. StreamingMovies
16. Contract
17. PaperlessBilling
18. PaymentMethod
Telecom Churn dataset is applied to various classifiers like Logistic, KNN, SVM, Kernel SVM, Naive Bayes, Random Forest and Decision and the accuracy is compared for predicting the dependent variable customer churn. The obtained Confusion Matrix is shown in Fig. 2. The ROC and AUC Curve for all the classifiers is shown in Fig. 3 - Fig 5. The performance metric comparison is shown in the Table 1 and Table 2.

Table. 1 Performance Comparison of Precision, Recall and FScore for all the classifiers before applying PCA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Performance Metrics without PCA</th>
<th>Logarithmic Loss</th>
<th>Accuracy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Reg</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>-0.003 to 0.003</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.92 0.97 0.94</td>
<td>0.796 to 0.043</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>0.794 to 0.042</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel SVM</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>1.000 to 0.000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>0.998 to 0.013</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>1.000 to 0.000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>1.000 to 0.000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table. 2 Performance Comparison of Logarithmic Loss and Accuracy for all the classifiers before applying PCA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Performance Metrics with PCA</th>
<th>Logarithmic Loss</th>
<th>Accuracy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Reg</td>
<td>0.94 0.97 0.95</td>
<td>0.834 to 0.074</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.87 0.61 0.90</td>
<td>0.796 to 0.043</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.95 0.97 0.96</td>
<td>0.796 to 0.149</td>
<td>93.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel SVM</td>
<td>0.95 0.99 0.97</td>
<td>0.798 to 0.124</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.92 0.98 0.95</td>
<td>0.998 to 0.013</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.91 0.88 0.89</td>
<td>1.000 to 0.000</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.92 0.93 0.92</td>
<td>1.000 to 0.000</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Telecom Churn dataset is applied to PCA and the results of the churn prediction of components for each method is shown in Table. 3 and Table. 4. The optimized components are further processed to all the classifiers and the obtained Confusion Matrix is shown in Fig. 6. The ROC and AUC Curve for all the classifiers is shown in Fig. 7 - Fig 5.

Table. 3 Performance Comparison of Precision, Recall and FScore for all the classifiers after applying PCA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Performance Metrics with PCA</th>
<th>Logarithmic Loss</th>
<th>Accuracy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Reg</td>
<td>0.94 0.97 0.95</td>
<td>0.834 to 0.074</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.87 0.61 0.90</td>
<td>0.796 to 0.043</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.95 0.97 0.96</td>
<td>0.796 to 0.149</td>
<td>93.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel SVM</td>
<td>0.95 0.99 0.97</td>
<td>0.798 to 0.124</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.92 0.98 0.95</td>
<td>0.998 to 0.013</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.91 0.88 0.89</td>
<td>1.000 to 0.000</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.92 0.93 0.92</td>
<td>1.000 to 0.000</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a method to predict the customer churn for the Telecom dataset which decreases the manual computation time thereby improving the early prediction. An attempt is made to implement the feature extraction for the telecom dataset using PCA method. The performance of all the classifiers of the telecom dataset is compared before and after applying PCA. Experimental results shows that after applying PCA, the kernel SVM is found to be effective with the accuracy of 95.5% compared to other classifiers.
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